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Micro-Tel History 

Micro-Tel’s 35 year success in the telemanagement industry is certainly remarkable, but 
even more impressive is our outstanding reputation for providing exceptional technical 
support and products that exceed customer expectations. 

In operation since 1979, Micro-Tel is a pioneer and leader in the telemanagement 
industry with thousands of customers nationwide. Many of our National 
Accounts have used Microcall in hundreds of their locations for over 15 
years! This is a strong testament to our commitment to developing 
superior software solutions and our dedication to providing 
outstanding customer service.

In 1983, Micro-Tel introduced the fi rst fully featured call 
accounting software - Microcall - that was designed 
to run on personal computers. Prior to Microcall, 
businesses used call accounting software that ran 
on expensive mainframe and mini computers. 
Microcall provided all the features found in the 
expensive mainframe systems, at a fraction 
of the cost. Businesses, large and small, 
immediately embraced this state-of-the-art 
solution. Micro-Tel’s competitors abandoned 
their products and began to develop PC-based 
products to compete with Microcall. Micro-Tel 
had emerged as the industry leader!

Over the years, Microcall has evolved into a complete 
telemanagement software system that includes all features 
in every solution. With advanced features such as networking 
integration, browser-based reporting, VoIP tracking, and 
connectivity to IP-based phone systems, Microcall continues 
to receive industry recognition with “Product of the Year” and 
“Reader’s Choice” Awards. 

We encourage those who are not familiar with Micro-Tel or our 
Microcall products to visit  industry user’s groups and ask your peers for 
their opinions. We are confi dent you will receive exceptional comments on 
both our customer service and Microcall solutions!



Microcall Enterprise is a global telemanagement solution that retrieves call data from multiple phone systems and 
consolidates the data into one database for global reporting. 

Every department within an organization benefi ts from Microcall Enterprise reports, from senior managers who 
need corporate-wide views of telecom expense, middle-managers who rely on employee productivity and in/out-
bound call reports, to IT Managers, who need to constantly measure phone system traffi c effi ciency, identify toll 
fraud / abuse, reconcile long distance phone bills and more.

Use Microcall Enterprise to:

» Identify your “Most Expensive” calls (and who is responsible for them).
» Identify your Longest calls for potential Toll Fraud or Employee Misuse.
» Determine if your long distance calls are being routed properly over your least expensive trunks.
» Pinpoint Unused Trunks (and Extensions) and eliminate unnecessary monthly charges.
» Find out how busy your trunks / circuits are for each hour of the day.
» Measure success of advertising campaigns to know which Ad’s are most effective.
» Pinpoint a harassing call made one minute ago.
» Keep track of equipment inventory and bill for equipment costs.
» Determine if your 800 lines or VoIP Gateway are busy.
» See the number of calls routed from your phone system to your other offi ces.
» List the number of “cold calls” made by your sales reps to determine overall effectiveness.
» Pinpoint specifi c calls like, “Information 411 or 555-1212”, “Emergency 911”, “900 calls”, and more.
» Notify you instantly of potential Toll Fraud via email and pager.
» List your hourly inbound/outbound calls for each employee / department / location.
» Determine who made calls from your facility after hours / on holidays / on weekends.
» List the phone numbers your company calls most often.
» Control Telecom expense by budgeting / allocating phone expenses to individuals / departments.
» Increase Employee Productivity by identifying and reducing number of personal calls.
» Import Calling Card and Cellular call data for consolidated reporting and billing.

Why Microcall Enterprise? 
Experience: There is nothing more comforting than dealing with the experts and Micro-Tel is the only company in 
the industry that has 35 years of experience! Micro-Tel did not gain its experience from acquiring like companies and 
adding up the years in business.  Micro-Tel, founded in 1979, was the fi rst company to develop and introduce PC-
based call accounting systems.  For three decades, Micro-Tel has been developing state-of-the-art Microcall solutions 
as well as supporting our 90,000+ Microcall customers (including 85% of the Fortune 500 companies). We share 
our high level of knowledge and expertise with all Microcall customers starting with the Microcall implementation and 
thereafter. 

Comprehensiveness:  Corporate environments and priorities can change quickly.  To answer your changing needs, 
Microcall Enterprise is comprehensive software that includes all robust features (call accounting, instant toll fraud, 
equipment inventory, telephone directory, report generator for unlimited reporting and much more). All Microcall 
Enterprise features are included and ready for you to implement the instant your organizational needs change. Micro-
call Enterprise is so comprehensive that there is no need for your company to purchase additional modules.

Scalability:  Microcall Enterprise is scalable software that evolves as your organization grows. Many of our custom-
ers start using Microcall at a handful of locations and upgrade to our Microcall Enterprise solution at hundreds of 

Microcall Enterprise 



Equipment Charges  Microcall Enterprise allows you to keep track of equipment and / or assign equipment charges to users / departments so bills 
include both the cost of calls AND equipment charges.

Cellular Charges   Cellular phones are increasingly popular in the business 
environment and can make up a signifi cant portion of the corporate telecom bill.  
Microcall Enterprise easily imports cellular calling information so you can print reports 
on cellular activity to see who is exceeding allotted minutes, making calls outside of 
business hours, making personal calls and more. 

Calling Card Charges  Calling Card information can be easily imported into 
Microcall Enterprise for usage verifi cation and to include these charges in the overall 
telecom billing.  

Shared Tenant Billing   
Microcall Enterprise provides 
separate phone bills for those who 
share the phone system with other 
companies. Each company / tenant 
can be billed separately for their 
calls, using different long distance 
rates. Miscellaneous charges like 
conference room usage, personnel 
services, etc., can be applied to 
each tenant.

Account Code / 
Authorization Codes: With Microcall Enterprise, Account Codes or Authorization Codes can be 
used to track calls made from anywhere in your facility. Regardless of where the call was placed, these 
calls can be tracked and allocated back to the appropriate person / department.  

Various Overhead and Trunk Charges   Microcall Enterprise allows for a variety of 
miscellaneous charges to be applied and allocated to the appropriate locations / departments. 
Examples include salaries, trunk charges, maintenance agreements, lease payments and more.

Call Accounting / Cost Allocation   Microcall Enterprise properly identifi es and costs calls using V&H 
based costing and your own negotiated long distance rates.  With Microcall Enterprise, it is simple to import your own negotiated long 
distance rates or cost calls using fi xed costs per minute, trunk group costing, message unit costing, banded costing, fi xed costs per 
call, on / off-net costing, and much more.

Microcall Enterprise - Features

Emergency 911 Alert!
Real-time Alerts - Corporate wide! 
Microcall Enterprise Instant Alerts will alert you instantly of 
any abnormal activity such as; fraudulent calls, stuck trunks, 
system status, long or after-hours calls, interruption of data 
collection (including remote sites), and much more. Alarms 
can be unique for each site, or apply corporate-wide, and 
each alarm can alert multiple users / administrators via e-mail, 
screen, or pager!

This “Emergency 911” email notifi cation 
contains critical information such as the 
location of the employee, their building/
room, extension number, etc.

Multiple people can be 
instantly notifi ed via email.

Microcall Enterprise Location Summary Report

Microcall Enterprise ‘Departmental’ Billing Report 



Microcall Enterprise Online Telephone Directory

 
 

Microcall Enterprise - Features

Online Telephone Directory  This employee ‘phone book’ is an easy way to look up  employee names / 

extensions / departments / divisions and locations. Since it is network-based, any user on the network can have access, and Microcall 

Enterprise updates the Online Telephone Directory on a daily basis so your employee locator is always accurate.

Equipment Billback / Inventory  The 

Microcall Enterprise ‘drag & drop’ directory allows you to easily assign 

equipment to specifi c departments and / or users.  This is a simple way 

to bill back equipment usage to departments or just keep track of the 

equipment’s location.

Database Plus is an enhanced directory 

that gives you the ability to add (or pull from Active 

Directory) miscellaneous ‘user-defi ned’ fi elds to store 

additional information such as cost center, business 

unit, cable/pair information, manager, location 

information, cell phone number, pager number, and 

whatever else you decide.  

Smart Split  enables administrators to 

design one report that is automatically broken up and 

distributed to various department managers.  All you 

do is create one report and Microcall automatically 

emails the report to the specifi c department managers 

containing their departmental information only! 

Microcall Enterprise Database Plus

AutoPilot  What could be easier to use than a system that runs itself? Microcall Enterprise’s AutoPilot feature allows you to 

automate a majority of features including: 

» Instant Call Data Collection   

» Automatic Costing of Calls

» Automatic Distribution of reports via email, network printer, screen, Intranet Server, local printer, fi le

» Automatic Archive of Old Data for easy historical reporting

» Automatic Daily Updates to Online Telephone Directory

» Automatic (Instant) Toll Fraud Notifi cation 

» Automatic LDAP / Active Directory Integration

» Automatic General Ledger Feeds

» Automatic Imports / Exports

»  Automatic Deletion of Old Call Records



Rapid Archive Reporting

Easy Microcall Enterprise reporting is the 

same whether you report on calls from 5 minutes 

ago or archived data from 8 years ago. 

Fast Simply enter a date-range, and 

Microcall Enterprise accesses the appropriate 

database(s) so your reports are obtained 

instantly. 

Unlimited Storage There is no 

limit to the amount of call data that can be 

stored. You are only limited by the size of your 

server. 

Microcall Enterprise - Features

Automated Feeds from Active Directory, ASA, HR Systems and more.

Microcall Enterprise Active Directory interface

Automated Imports / Exports Microcall Enterprise 

allows you to easily import / export directory information, Rates, Account Codes, 

Calling Cards, Cellular Phones, Call Records, Equipment and more. Automating 

directory imports into Microcall Enterprise from solutions like ASA, Excel, Access, 

Dbase, TXT, CSV, etc., helps to eliminate duplicate system administration. 

Microcall Enterprise also exports data in a variety of fi le formats including SQL, 

ASCii Text, Delimited, HTML and CSV. These exports can take place automatically 

daily, weekly, monthly or on any other schedule you like. 

Monthly Summary for Atlanta Offi ce

Active Directory Interface   

Microcall’s Active Directory Interface automatically pulls 

employee data from your Active Directory database.  Simply 

map the fi elds from Active Directory to the Microcall Company 

Directory Database.  This eliminates the duplication of data 

entry, saves time and provides for a much more accurate 

database.



Gateway / Trunk / Traffi c Analysis
Analyze traffi c on trunk groups, individual trunks / circuits and gateways.

The Microcall Traffi c report 
(above and left) shows 
how busy each trunk is 
during each hour of the day.  
Simply click on an hour 
and “drill-down” to see how 
each circuit was utilized 
during that hour.

Analyze Traffi c Between Corporate Sites Identify Opportunities for Toll Avoidance

Microcall Enterprise enables you to view usage, both OnNet 
and OffNet, between corporate sites.

In the above example, we see almost $600 in charges for 
calls from HQ to our Houston offi ce.  Since Houston is a 
gateway off our main system, these calls should be OnNet 
(internal), and they should not have LD charges associated 
with them.  

We click on Houston, and we see that many of them were 
made OFF the corporate network.  Typically, this means that 
users at HQ were dialing an LD phone number, instead of 
the internal extensions for the Houston offi ce.  

If we click on the Off Net calls, we can see which employees 
are dialing incorrectly and we can notify them of the correct 
procedure for dialing other sites on our corporate network.

Microcall enables users to view the cost of LD calls that go 
to locations in which the company has a local presence.  
This information gives corporations the data they need to  
cost justify the implementation of Toll Avoidance / Tail-End 
Hop-Off routing.

Trunk / Circuit Usage



Obtain answers the 
instant you need them!

Providing information to managers the instant 

they need it is crucial.  Microcall Enterprise 

processes calls in real-time,  which makes it 

easy to obtain instant answers. Want to see 

who placed a call 2 minutes ago?  Microcall 

Enterprise instantly gives you the answer!

Microcall Enterprise offers unlimited reports that are browser-based and easy to use. Whether you need 
corporate-wide reports or are searching for employee-specifi c information, Microcall Enterprise provides 
instant results! 

Cradle-to-Grave Reporting

Microcall Enterprise - Reports

Automatic Emails Microcall Enterprise automatically emails reports on an hourly, daily, weekly or monthly 
basis. The system’s Smart Split feature makes creating one report and automatically emailing this report to a 
variety of managers simple!

Flexible Reporting All Microcall Enterprise reports can be tailored to your needs.  You can add and remove 
fi elds within the reports, group levels, change sort orders, include up to 10 subtotal levels and much more.

Microcall’s enhanced cradle-to-grave reporting provides detailed reporting on how calls transition through 
the voice platform from initial contact to fi nal resolution. 

Microcall Enterprise ‘Search for a Dialed Number” Report illustrates the ease of typ-
ing in a specifi c phone number (or a partial phone number) and quickly obtaining all 
employees who dialed that number.

Cradle-to-Grave: See each call and how it transitions through your phone system.

Cradle-to-Grave Examples

• Where do calls get transferred to when they leave my 
department?

• Who is transferring calls to incorrect departments?

• How are certain calls routed to voice mail?

• We are getting calls that should be going to the Sales 
department.  Who is sending them to us?

• Who is transferring lots of calls to the Billing 
department?



A sample Microcall Enterprise 
“Location Summary” Report 
shows how simple it is to view 
corporate-wide usage and instantly view 
employee-specifi c information with the click 
of the mouse. 

Drill-down from Summary to Detailed Information in an Instant!

Microcall Enterprise makes it quick and simple to view 
corporate-wide results.  For more specifi c location information, 
simply double-click on any location within the report and easily 

obtain detail information for that 
location, down to the extension level.  

Location Summary
Vendor/Customer Summary
Corporate-wide Phone Number Search
Consolidated Cost Center Summary
Inter-Location Traffi c
Longest Calls 
Annual Long Distance Charges
 (sorted by month)
Quarterly Analysis Report
Extension to Extension Call Report
Calling Card, Cell Phones, Toll Calls 
Calls to Specifi c Phone Number
Global Most Expensive Calls
Global Country Report
Enterprise Cost Distribution Report
Enterprise Calling Card Report
Cost Center Summary Report
Business Unit Summary Report

Tenant Detail / Summary Report
411 / 555-1212 Information Report
900, 911 Calls Report
Account Code Detail / Summary Report
Area Code Sort Report
Archived Calls Report
After Hours Calls Report
Call Type Summary / Detail Report
Calls over $50, $100, $325, etc.
Calls over 30, 45 minutes, etc.
Daily Summary Report
Incoming Call Report
Global Authorization Code Summary / Detail
Hourly Enterprise Summary Report
Hourly Call Center Activity Report
Hourly Long Distance Activity by Site
Hourly Inbound Activity by Site

Local & Long Distance Summary
International Call Report
Local Call Detail Report
Long Distance Call Detail Report
Most Frequently Dialed Number by Employee
Most Expensive Calls by Employee
Tandem Calls
Trunk Area Code Summary Report
Trunk Group Summary Report
Unused Extensions Report
Unused Trunks Report
Departmental Summary Report
Global Area Code Sort Report
Global Most Frequently Dialed Number
Busiest Trunk Analysis Report
Enterprise Exception Report
Toll Fraud Activity Report
Trunk Overfl ow Report

Unlimited Reporting at your Fingertips!

A Sampling of Microcall Enterprise Reports: 

Microcall Enterprise includes hundreds of standard reports to choose from, or you can create an unlimited 
number of reports for instant viewing or automatic report distribution.

Employees with Fewer than ‘X’ calls
Employees with More than ‘X’ calls
Employees with High Duration calls
Extension Call Frequency Report
Extension Call Summary Report
Extension Call Type Summary Report
Extension Inbound / Outbound Report
Extensions Over $100 Summary 
Report
In/Outgoing Summary Report
Custom Company Summary Report
Hourly Activity for Specifi c Employee
Hourly Activity for Specifi c Dept.
and much more!



Microcall Enterprise is compatible with ANY PHONE SYSTEM that outputs call records (CDR / SMDR).  This includes 
PBX’s, VoIP Systems, Key Systems, Centrex Switches, Server-Based Systems, Hosted Solutions, etc. Microcall 
Enterprise collects call data from your voice platform(s) using a variety of methods including via IP, fi le, SQL database, 
FTP, RSP, serial cable connection, and others.

Remote Site Data Collection options:
Microcall Enterprise software resides on a server located anywhere on your company’s network and retrieves call data 
from any remote phone system using a variety of methods including:

Phone Systems that output call data via IP require no additional hardware / software at the remote locations. Microcall Enterprise 
easily recognizes your phone system’s IP address and instantly collects the call data over your network. Some phone systems, like 
the Cisco Call Manager, output call data to an SQL database and/or log fi les for easy data retrieval.

Network-based collection devices can be used at remote locations where the phone systems do not output call data via IP. We 
offer a variety of devices from direct IP transfer devices to network-based buffer boxes.

Installation / Training
The purchase of Microcall includes one year of maintenance that provides you phone access to the 
Micro-Tel Help Desk for assistance with Microcall installation / implementation / system support  / training,  reviewing 
Microcall’s many uses / features, creating reports, as well as confi guring Microcall to run automatically.  On-site 
installation and training are also available at a standard daily rate plus travel expense.

Renewing annual Microcall Enterprise maintenance provides you with continued access to the Micro-Tel Help Desk 
and the latest release of Microcall Enterprise (including new area codes, new long distance rates, new reports, new 
features, updated V&H / Rate Tables, etc.). Renewal of annual Microcall maintenance ensures your company is 
always operating the most state-of-the-art system available. 

Annual Maintenance / Updates

Micro-Tel offers the expertise and knowledge gained from three decades of supporting Microcall 
solutions used in small, medium and large organizations across the country.  Our main focus is 
customer service and our experience makes our support staff the best in the industry!  

System Capacity:
Length of Data Retention: unlimited (limited by disk space only)
Maximum Number of Stored Calls: unlimited (limited by disk space only)
Database Size: 1 GB per 350,000 calls

Minimum Hardware / Software Requirements: (based on monthly call volume)

Phone System Compatibility

Microcall Requirements < 1 Million calls per month > 1 Million Call per month > 10 million calls per month

Processor 2 GHz

RAM 2 GB 2-4 GB 4 GB

Database Server Microsoft SQL Server (7.0 / 2000 / 2005 / 2008 / 2012)1

Disk Space1 100 GB 200 GB 600 GB3

Operating System XP Professional, Server 2003/2008/2012 5, Windows 7 4,5

Internet Software Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)6, Internet Explorer 9.06 or higher

Networking 1 Network Interface Card with Static IP address
1  Microsoft SQL Server can be hosted on a separate machine or loaded on the same machine.
2  Minimum disk space applies to the computer hosting the database server.
3  RAID array recommended for performance enhancement if retaining data for extended periods.
4  Home version is NOT supported.
5  Both 32 and 64 bit versions are supported.
6  Internet Information Services and Internet Explorer are included with the operating system.



The Micro-Tel Product line:

» Microcall Single Site
      Telemanagement Solution

» Microcall Enterprise
      Telemanagement Solution
 
» Micro-Tel Service Bureau
    Outsourced Telemanagement Solutions
 



Microcall is a registered trademark of Micro-Tel, Inc.  Windows 2003/2008/2012 Server, Windows 7, Windows XP and Windows Vista are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.  AT&T is a 
registered trademark of American Telephone and Telegraph.    
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